Comparing resistivity data of quasi-one dimensional superconductors (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 and (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 along the least conducting c ⋆ -axis and along the high conductivity a -axis as a function of temperature and pressure, a low temperature regime is observed in which a unique scattering time governs transport along both directions of these anisotropic conductors. However, the pressure dependence of the anisotropy implies a large pressure dependence of the interlayer coupling. This is in agreement with the results of first-principles DFT calculations implying methyl group hyperconjugation in the TMTSF molecule. In this low temperature regime, both materials exhibit for ρ c a temperature dependence aT + bT 2 . Taking into account the strong pressure dependence of the anisotropy, the T -linear ρ c is found to correlate with the suppression of the superconducting T c , in close analogy with ρ a data. This work is revealing the domain of existence of the 3D coherent regime in the generic (TMTSF) 2 X phase diagram and provides further support for the correlation between T -linear resistivity and superconductivity in non-conventional superconductors.
INTRODUCTION
As seen in Fig. 1 , the close proximity between superconductivity (SC) and an antiferromagnetic phase (AF/SDW) is a key feature of the temperature-pressure phase diagram of the (TM) 2 X series (where TM is an electron donating organic molecule such as TMTTF or TMTSF and X is a monoanion) of organic conductors [1] [2] [3] . This situation is observed for all members of the family with anions X = PF 6 , AsF 6 , ReO 4 ,... when the nesting of the quasione dimensional Fermi surfaces is destroyed under pressure near a critical pressure P c and a non-magnetic metallic state becomes the new ground state. Because superconductivity exists mostly on the metallic side of this magnetic instability it is important to understand the nature of this metallic ground state. Recently, one of its striking feature was brought forward, namely the existence of a temperature dependence of the longitudinal resistivity, ρ a behaving like aT + bT 2 , at odds with the standard Fermi liquid description of metals [4] [5] [6] . was used below 50 K to ensure adequate thermalization and to optimize the anion ordering in (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 . The experimental set up has been detailed in references [4, 5] .
The main purpose of this study is to look for the influence of the nearby magnetically ordered state on the electron scattering rate in the metallic phase. The spin density wave (SDW) phase is actually the stable ground state in the phase diagram of (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 up to the critical pressure P c = 9.4 kbar [3, 16] and this critical point can be approached by adequate control of the pressure. For (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 , the conducting state is stable at ambient pressure although a magnetic phase is never far since it can be stabilized whenever the Fermi surface is left unfolded by the anion disorder [17, 18] . Consequently, the critical pressure of (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 cannot be determined and is assumed to be negative (see the vertical lines in Fig. 1 ).
In both materials, the polynomial analysis, already used for ρ a data [5, 6] and to be detailed in the next section, enables us to determine at every pressure a residual resistivity ρ 0c in order to determine the temperature dependent inelastic scattering ∆ρ c = ρ c − ρ 0c .
The same quantity is also determined for ρ a : ∆ρ a = ρ a − ρ 0a .
Subsequently, in Fig. 2 we compare the inelastic contribution to the resistivity for current along the a and c ⋆ axes, for (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 at 11.8 kbar and (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 at 4.9 kbar.
It is remarkable that both directions reveal a similar temperature dependence up to 12 K and 30 K in (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 and (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 respectively. This behaviour allows us to define a unique scattering time at low temperature governing both components of transport (a 3D coherent regime) and an anisotropy ∆ρ c /∆ρ a which is the ratio between left and right scales in Fig. 2 .
To the best of our knowledge, the upper limit for the 3D coherent regime and its pressure dependence have not yet been addressed in these quasi 1D conductors. We notice on Fig. 2 the interesting feature that the resistance along c ⋆ looks "more metallic" than the resistance along a when the temperature rises above the coherent regime. This is understood in terms of the particular crossover in these 1D conductors where at high temperature ρ c is insulating, increasing on cooling, due to 1D physics [11, 19] . A metallic behaviour for ρ c is recovered only below the T ⋆ crossover. From our data, a fully coherent regime prevails at a temperature below 12 K in (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 when both components of the resistivity exhibit a similar temperature dependence. This upper limit for transverse coherence should be bounded by the kinetic coupling, t c , along c ⋆ . This coupling is presumably very small compared to the coupling along the other directions.
The temperature domain above t c might actually correspond to the weakly-incoherent regime of 2D conductors [20, 21] in which Kohler's rule [22] as well as angular magnetoresistance oscillations are still observed [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Determining the onset of the temperature dependent anisotropy at different pressures enables us to draw an estimate for the upper limit of the temperature domain in which the c ⋆ -axis motion is fully coherent, as seen in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 3 we show the pressure dependence of the anisotropy derived from the ratio ∆ρ c /∆ρ a in the coherent regime at 10 K. We see that the pressure dependence of the anisotropy is quite prominent in both compounds. Although we present these anisotropy data on the same figure for both compounds, it is difficult to compare absolute values obtained for (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 and (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 since ∆ρ c /∆ρ a at 10 K depends on the absolute resistivities under ambient conditions (1 bar and 300 K). Nevertheless, the pressure dependence is reliable.
In the case of open Fermi surfaces [28] , the anisotropy in the 3D coherent regime reads,
Hence, such a large drop of the anisotropy is unexpected since a naive view could suggest the weak coupling between the ab planes to be less pressure dependent than the coupling along the chain axis.
Interestingly, the coupling along c ⋆ although quite small is affecting other physical properties which have been measured under pressure in both materials. The unnesting parameters of the band structure, t ′ b and t ′ c both play an important role in the T − P and T − P − H phase diagrams of (TMTSF) 2 X. First, when t ′ b exceeds a critical unnesting band integral, the SDW ground state is suppressed in favour of a metallic phase with the possibility of restoration of spin density wave phases under magnetic field along c ⋆ (F ISDW for field-induced SDW) [28] . Second, the critical temperature for the stabilisation of the F ISDW subphases, T F ISDW (H) should be steadily increasing from zero in a 2D conductor or in a fully nested 3D conductor in the "standard model" [29, 30] . However, since the real system is neither 2D nor perfectly nested As far as the absolute value of t c is concerned, not much is known besides an early calculation published in 1983 for the case of (TMTSF) 2 ReO 4 giving t c ≈ 1 meV [34] . In addition, an extended Hückel calculation has provided for (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 a value of 0.8 meV for t c [35] . Given the observed large pressure dependence of the c ⋆ coupling it is therefore important to see whether this pressure dependence can be explained by the pressure-induced deformation of the band structure.
DFT CALCULATION
First-principles calculations were carried out for (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 for which reliable structural data have been obtained under 1 bar [36] and 6.5 kbar [37] . We used a numerical atomic orbitals DFT approach [38, 39] developed for efficient calculations in large systems and implemented in the SIESTA code [40] . The generalized gradient approximation to DFT and, in particular, the functional of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof was adopted [41] . Only the valence electrons are considered in the calculation, with the core being replaced by norm-conserving scalar relativistic pseudopotentials [42] factorized in the Kleinman-Bylander form [43] . We have used a split-valence double-ζ basis set including polarization orbitals as obtained with an energy shift of 10 meV for all atoms [44] . The energy cutoff of the real space integration mesh was 250 Ry and the Brillouin zone was sampled using grids of (4×4×4) k-points [45] . The calculated band structure under 6.5 kbar is reported on Fig. 4 . The main parameters of the band structure at both 6.5 kbar and 1 bar are also given in that figure. Using the full band dispersion at the Γ point we obtain for t a an increase of 0.88 % per kbar. Although to the best of our knowledge there is no direct experimental data for comparison, this value matches well a previous more qualitative estimation by Ducasse et al. [46] , 0.75 %.
Concerning the effective transverse interaction t b let us note that taking the values of Fig. 4 for the Γ → Y line it looks as if t b was decreasing from 1 bar to 6. Turning to a comparison between anisotropy data displayed on Fig. 3 and theory we note that the results on Fig. 3 provide a drop of the anisotropy by a factor≈ 2.6 between 1 bar and 6.5 kbar. Using the full band dispersion at the Γ point and the dispersion along the Γ-Z direction we notice that the square of the ratio of dispersions along a and c is dropping by a factor 2.3 under 6.5 kbar. This is admittedly close to the experimental drop of 2.6 on Fig. 3 . Consequently, the DFT calculation of the band structure under pressure supports the unexpected strong dependence of the anisotropy.
The origin of this result lies in the well known ability of methyl groups to propagate the π-type delocalisation (hyperconjugation) through its π CH 3 and π * CH 3 orbitals [49] . Thus, even if weakly, the HOMO of TMTSF extends towards the outer methyl groups. In the crystal structure of (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 there are three short direct TMTSF interactions per dimer along the c direction which implicate these methyl groups. These contacts become shorter under pressure. For instance the C· · ·C distances are 3.890, 3.890 and 3.971Å at 1 bar and become 3.705, 3.705 and 3.936Å at 6.5 kbar. In that way, the interlayer HOMO··HOMO interactions increase. Even if in absolute terms the effect is small, the inherent weakness of the interaction along c magnifies the variation and leads to the drop in the calculated values and in Fig. 3 .
Assuming the unnesting coupling along c to be given by t ′ c = t 2 c /t a , the order of magnitude for its pressure dependence derived from the calculation amounts to 20%kbar −1 . This is admittedly in fair agreement with the observed strong pressure dependence of the FISDW onset field for both (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 and (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 , vide supra.
CORRELATION BETWEEN ρ c AND T c
We shall now develop the procedure used to analyse the temperature dependence of the transverse resistivity, ρ c , from the raw experimental data.
The ρ c data on (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 at a pressure of 11.8 kbar, closest to P c in our experiment, are displayed in As far as (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 is concerned, see Fig.6 , the same polynomial analysis can be performed but it is more difficult to distinguish the purely linear or purely quadratic regimes.
As shown on resistivity data at 4.9 kbar displayed in Fig. 6(a) , both inelastic contributions are coexisting over the entire temperature domain. In order to capture the evolution of A c and B c over the entire pressure and temperature range examined, we use the same sliding fit procedure employed in the context of in-chain data [5, 6] , whereby we fit the resistivity Every temperature point corresponds to the center of the 4K window used for the fit.
to the (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 data, this decomposition of the resistivity gives an excellent fit to the data over a large temperature range up to the anion ordering temperature with only a small variation of the fit parameters, as shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 6 .
The sliding fit procedure gives nearly temperature independent prefactors for (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 , but a strong temperature dependence is noticed in (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 , especially at the lowest pressures. The difference between the data for both compounds may be ascribed to different distances from the critical point P c . As a result, a stronger linear term can be anticipated in (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 which is closer to P c than (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 , if the amplitude of the linear contribution is related to the proximity of the magnetic ground state.
Moreover, (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 exhibits a folded Fermi surface which is likely to interfere with the development of the linear contribution as obtained in (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 . At any rate, the present study of transport in the metallic phase of (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 and (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 along the least conducting direction shows that the scattering rate comprises linear and quadratic terms, as seen for transport along the chains.
However, given the pressure dependence of the anisotropy displayed on Fig. 3 which is derived from the anisotropy of the inelastic scattering at low temperature one could expect the residual resistivity to show a similar effect. According to the inset of Figs. 5(a) and 6(a) the pressure dependence of the residual resistivity is significantly larger than that of the inelastic contribution. This feature can be understood as being because the residual resistance is quite sensitive to defects and was always found in the measurements of several samples less reliable than the temperature dependent resistance.
The decomposition of the inelastic scattering term as the sum of linear and quadratic terms rather than a power law suggests that a regular Fermi liquid scattering channel is superimposed on a more unusual one, the latter being most likely connected to the scattering on low energy spin fluctuations. It is worth noting that in the context of high-T c cuprates, such superimposed scattering channels seems to give the best description of the normal-state resistivity data, such as reported on Tl 2 Ba 2 CuO 6+δ [50, 51] and La 2−x Sr x CuO 4 [52] . It does not, however, necessarily require a 'two-fluid' like separation of the carriers (hot and cold regions on the Fermi surface for instance) as it can take place for one type of carriers when these are coupled to a wide fluctuation spectrum.
This has been indeed shown by scaling theory for the calculation of the electron-electron scattering rate close to SDW ordering in a quasi-1D metal (the results are summarized in reference [5] ). Near the critical pressure, where SDW connects with superconductivity, spin fluctuations are strong and their spectrum is sharply peaked at very low energy (ω sf ), which is comparable to or smaller than temperature T (see, e.g., reference [54] ). Under these conditions, their contribution yields a clear linear temperature dependence for the scattering rate, a known result for electrons interacting with low-energy bosonic spin modes in two dimensions (see e.g., [55] ). Moving away from critical pressure, spin fluctuations decrease, their spectral peak widens, drops in amplitude and gradually moves to much higher energy (an evolution confirmed on experimental grounds by NMR spin-lattice relaxation rate under pressure in the Bechgaard salts [56, 57] the Fermi liquid requirements (ω sf ≫ T ). Scaling theory calculations confirm that as one moves away from the critical pressure, the scattering rate is no longer perfectly linear in temperature above T c , but develops some curvature that is fitted quite satisfactorily by a aT + bT 2 form (see Fig. 10 of reference [5] ).
We have plotted in Fig. 7 , the coefficient of the T-linear contribution, A c , versus the reduced T c (T c /T cmax ) for both compounds. Given that a significant contribution to the drop of A c under pressure is actually due to the decrease of the anisotropy, it is of interest to plot the A c coefficient corrected for the pressure-dependent anisotropy. In order to correct for this extrinsic drop of anisotropy under pressure we have divided the raw A c values by the ratio of the anisotropy at each pressure point to the anisotropy at the highest pressure for each material (20.8 kbar for (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 and 10.4 kbar for (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 ). We have neglected the pressure dependence of the band parameters given the very small variation of ρ 0a measured at the same time and shown in Fig.4 of ref [5] .
The result of this procedure, also plotted in Fig. 7 , makes the dependence of A c on T c quasi-linear. This behaviour is in qualitative agreement with the RG theory [5] . The present experiments do not approach the region very close to P c (or the highest T c ) where a further enhancement of A c albeit non diverging is expected according to the one loop RG theory [5] .
The vanishing of superconductivity of (TMTSF) 2 ClO 4 above 8 kbar is likely due to the remnence of defects related to an incomplete anion ordering. Such a vanishing is not observed in (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 which is expected to be a cleaner superconductor. Hence, superconductivity in (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 persists up to the highest pressure of our study.
in contrast to the Fermi liquid T 2 law. When the pressure dependence of the anisotropy is taken into account the relation between A c and T c is similar to the relation found between A a and T c in fair agreement with the RG one loop theory [5] .
This work reinforces further the intimate connection between the two phenomena, also observed in cuprate and iron-pnictide high temperature superconductors [4, 58] , suggesting that it is an essential ingredient for our understanding of these materials.
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